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Over the last decades, scholars have become increasingly interested in exploring the impact of 

French expansion and colonisation on France proper. »Les mondes coloniaux à Paris au XVIIIe siècle. 

Circulation et enchevêtrement des savoirs«, edited by Anja Bandau, Marcel Dorigny and Rebekka von 

Mallinckrodt, is an ambitious addition to this growing field. The book is a collection of twelve essays by 

literary scholars and historians. Originating in a conference held at Freie Universität zu Berlin in 2007, 

this book is certainly one of the more successful publications of conference proceedings. It opens with 

a brief avant-propos by Dorigny, in which he recalls people’s desire to make Paris the capital of the 

universe during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic period. The real launching of the book, however, is 

Bandau and Mallinckrodt’s introduction. The editors provide a stimulating assessment of the parallel-

running yet rarely converging historiographies on France and French colonisation, and propose that 

Michael Werner’s and Bénédicte Zimmernann’s concept of »histoire croisée«, and the concepts of 

»entangled histories« and »transarea studies« can help scholars to couple these historiographies and 

thus obtain a more adequate view of the past. 

The focus of the book is eighteenth-century Paris, and the way in which the French capital can be 

seen as a node for the circulation of knowledge between the colonies and the metropole. Several of 

the contributions engage directly with this idea. François Regourd offers an interesting study of the 

rise and prominence of the scientific institutions which made Paris the centre of French colonial 

knowledge in the eighteenth century. Jean-Luc Chappey’s study of the Société des observateurs de 

l’hommme (active from 1799 to 1804) shows how colonial knowledge laid the foundation of the 

science of anthropology during the period of the Consulat. Pierre-Yves Lacour’s study of collections of 

natural history brilliantly shows how the »domestication of the natural world« sponsored attempts to 

cultivate exotic commodities in France during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic period. 

Bénédicte Savoy’s study on the competition between Paris and London to decipher the Rosetta stone 

illuminates the centrality of colonial objects of a scientific or artistic value in the larger context of 

Franco-British rivalry. Moving from science to political culture, Marcel Dorigny’s, Nick Nesbitt’s, 

Jeremy D. Popkin’s and Anja Bandau’s contributions all address the issue of slavery and the French 

and Haitian Revolutions. Dorigny and Popkin both show how colonial concerns had a major impact on 

the domestic politics of the French Revolution, Dorigny in a focused study of Mirabeau’s (failed) 

attempt to speak against the slave trade in the National Assembly, and Popkin in an engaging study of 

how news of events in Paris and in Saint-Domingue was obtained predominantly by means of private 

and commercial networks rather than through the press. Nesbitt shifts the focus from the metropole to 
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Saint-Domingue, or rather Haiti, to argue that the radical universal ideals promoted during the French 

Revolution were only fully accomplished in the Haitian Revolution. Bandau, in turn, looks at the early 

historicizing of the Haitian Revolution in an intriguing study of the anonymous text »L’Histoire des 

désastres de Saint-Domingue«. Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink’s essay on the reception of Raynal’s and 

Diderot’s »L’Histoire des deux Indes« is a wonderful illustration of the ways in which this history was 

read and understood outside of Europe, and modified in later editions due to the critical reception it 

received in these areas. All of these studies, in their separate ways, demonstrate in more or less 

original fashion, how Paris embodied many various colonial worlds. In three of the book’s essays, 

however, Paris is only of peripheral concern. Christiane Küchler Williams shows the way in which 

contact with the extra-European world created a literary genre of travel literature with erotic 

undertones. Gertrud Lehnert studies the influences of orientalism on particularly eighteenth-century 

women’s fashion. Ottmar Ette’s draws on the concept of »Trans Area Studies« in an interesting study 

of Alexander von Humboldt’s travels in the New World and Humboldt’s experience of movement.

In general, all contributions are of an acceptable quality, though some are certainly stronger than 

others. The best ones are those which either make an effort to engage directly with the topic of the 

book, or those which respond to the methodological concerns announced by the editors. The greatest 

strength of the book is therefore also its Achilles heel. While the introduction stresses that the focus of 

the book is the eighteenth century, the large majority of the chapters focus on the Revolutionary and 

Napoleonic period. Likewise, the focus of the book is supposed to be Paris, yet several chapters are 

hard-pressed to fit Paris into their narratives. Finally, several chapters are more about Atlantic, Pacific, 

European, International, and global connections and circulations than colonial ones. Such 

inconsistency, however, does not necessarily take much away from this book. Its main goal is to push 

for a new research agenda which brings into view interconnections across borders and waters, and to 

give examples of how this can be done. This, the book does eminently, and that is no small 

achievement.
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